MONDAY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: INEQUALITY AND SOCIAL POLICY SEMINAR
6 Mario Luis Small (Sociology) The rising heterogeneity of poor neighborhoods across cities MARCH 12:00 noon, Harvard Kennedy School Allison Dining Room (Taubman Bldg-520)

MONDAY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: LABORATORY FOR DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES SEMINAR
6 Sam Mehr (Psychology) [title to be announced] MARCH 2:30 p.m., WJH 1305

TUESDAY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY BROWN BAG
7 Chiara Longoni (Boston University) [title to be announced] MARCH 12:00 noon, WJH 105

TUESDAY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: MIGRATION AND IMMIGRANT INCORPORATION WORKSHOP
7 Amy Tsang (Sociology) What does it mean to be "rural" or "urban"? Varying perspectives on place identity among Chinese internal migrants MARCH 12:00 noon, WJH 450

WEDNESDAY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: WORKSHOP IN APPLIED STATISTICS
8 Paramveer Dhillon (MIT) Linear methods for big data MARCH 12:00 noon, CGIS Knafel Building 354

WEDNESDAY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR
8 Chris Knittel (MIT) [title to be announced] MARCH 4:00 p.m., MIT Sloan Building E62-450

THURSDAY
DEPT OF SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY SEMINAR
9 Jason Beckfield (Sociology) Embodiment by design: An institutional approach to social inequalities in health MARCH 12:00 noon, Center for Population and Development Studies, 9 Bow St. Harvard Square

THURSDAY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: CULTURE AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
9 Carly Knight (Sociology) The personification of the corporation, 1870-1930 Matthew Clair (Sociology) Disparate resources and criminal punishment MARCH 12:00 noon, WJH 450

FRIDAY
WORKING GROUP IN POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY: WORKSHOP
10 Graduate Students Spring graduate session MARCH 12:00 noon, CGIS S050 • Lunch will be provided.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND CES: SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION SEMINAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10 MARCH | Kathleen McNamara  
(Georgetown University)  
*Bringing class back in: Cultural bubbles and American political polarization*  
2:15 p.m., Center for European Studies (CES) 27 Kirkland Street, Hoffman Room, Busch Hall |